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Abstract 

Periodontal inflamed surface area(PISA) is proposed as a measure of periodontitis which quantifies the amount of inflamed 

periodontal tissue, thus numerically representing the active inflammatory status of the periodontium. This article reviews PISA and its 

ability to predict the periodontal inflammatory burden in health and in presence of systemic diseases. 
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Introduction 

Periodontitis is characterized by microbially-associated, host-mediated inflammation that results in loss of periodontal attachment
1
. 

PISA, measures the amount of inflamed periodontal tissueand is known for its ease of application for determining the periodontal 

status.
2
.The severity of periodontal disease can be evaluated by measuring clinical attachment loss (CAL), probing pocket depth(PPD), 

bleeding on probing (BOP) and radiographically by assessing the bone loss. These values are specific for each tooth and no 

cumulative value exists, which assesses the total inflammatory status of the periodontium. Periodontal Inflamed Surface Area 

(PISA)was developed which takes into consideration CAL, PPD and BOP to calculate a value which is representative of the active 

inflammatory status posed by the periodontium
3
. 
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This article reviews PISA as an index & its use as a measure of periodontitis in establishing correlation with systemic diseases and 

other factors influencing it. It assesses the validity of PISA for its practical application in periodontal disease conditions. 

 

How does PISA represent active inflammation? 

 

Gingival bleedingis a clinical indicator for active inflammation. It is a reflection of decrease in collagen density, increase in the 

density and fragility of blood vessels & reduced epithelial thickness.
4-7

. PISA values are calculated by multiplying Periodontal 

Epithelial Surface Area (PESA) and the bleeding on probing positive sites. It is thus representative of surface area of bleeding pocket 

epithelium and quantifies the amount of inflamed periodontal tissue.  The degree of periodontal inflammation can thus be represented 

in a quantitative manner by PISA calculation
2
. 

 

Calculation of PISA  

 

Hujoel et al. (2001) proposed a formula for calculating total surface area of attachment loss for quantifying the root surface area, 

exposed due to attachment loss. It was calculated by considering the average values of the root surface area in the population and 

CAL
9,10

.Nesse (2008), referred it as attachment loss surface area (ALSA). Periodontal epithelial surface area (PESA) was then 

calculated by subtraction of recession surface area (RSA) from ALSA. CAL or PPD values at six sites per tooth were measured and 

utilized for calculation of PESA. Fig.1 depicts PESA calculations at various location of gingival margin (LGM).  

As BOP states the current status of inflammation, it was considered for calculating the inflammatory burden posed by the periodontal 

tissues. Thus, BOP values calculated at six sites per tooth were utilized for calculation of periodontal inflamed surface area (PISA). 

PISA is calculated by multiplying the BOP positive sites and PESA values. PISA can be calculated with the help of excel spreadsheets 

by entering the values of CAL, LGM by entering PPD measurements as measured on six sites per tooth. Though, only consideration of 

PPD will lead to overestimation of the PISA values
2
. 
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Fig.1. PESA calculations at various location of gingival margin(LGM)
2
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PISA and Periodontitis 

 

A consistent rise in the PISA scores with different stages of periodontal disease progression was observed. PISA values for severity of 

disease varied with the population examined and different upper and lower limits were observed in studies conducted on different 

population
11-13

.PISAvalues increase with increase in severity of the diseases as seen in Fig.2.The mean PISA values of mild moderate 

and severe periodontitis are 116 mm
2
, 259 mm

2
 and 406 mm

2
 respectively

11
. The Fig.3. shows cut-off points for PISA 

valuesconsidering Centers for Disease Control and Prevention – American Academy of Periodontology case definition classification 

of periodontitis. Severe periodontitis group values ranged from 934.71 mm
2
 to 3274.96 mm

2
; moderate periodontitis group ranged 

from 521.58 to 790.30 mm
2
; mild periodontitis group values were between 110.16 and 447.01 mm

2
; and; the group without 

periodontitis showed PISA values between 10.22 and 62.78 mm
2 12

.  

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. PISA levels in periodontal patients 

according to the severity of the diseases
11

 

Fig.3. Mean PISA values according to periodontal status
12

 

 

 

 

Table.1. PESA and PISA in an urban population in South India
12
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PISA and Conventional Indices 

 

Fig.4. Scatter plots showing correlations of PISA and BOP
11

 Fig.5. Scatter plots showing correlations of PISA and PI
11

 

 

PISA showed positive correlations with BOP index and PI
11

 (Fig .4 & Fig.5).PISA values showed correlation with the OHI scores, 

with the mean values for good, fair and poor oral hygiene being 181 mm
2
, 258 mm

2 
& 608 mm

2 
respectively

12
 (Table.1).  

 

PISA and Habits 

 

Decrease in PISA values were seen in smokers and tobacco chewersthan those devoid of any history of tobacco usage. The mean 

values of PISA for smokers were 215 mm
2
 and tobacco chewers were 217 mm

2
 whereas those devoid of any of these habit showed a 

range of 277 mm
2
-283 mm

2
(Table 2). As bleeding on probing is an important parameter in calculation of PISA, the lower values in 

patients with tobacco habits are consistent with the reduced bleeding on probing which is seen in such patients
13

.PISA values increase 

with PI and the quantity of current smoking ( Fig.6)
11

. 

 

Table.2. PISA based on medical history and habits
13

 

 

 Fig.6. PISA values increased with PI and the quantity of 

current smoking
11
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PISA and Microbiological Analysis 

 

IL-1 and its relationship with progression of periodontitis is well established. PISA was seen in correlation with IL-1α levels in 

gingival crevicular fluid (GCF). This finding evaluates the validity of PISA index in terms of reflection of the disease
14

.  

Periodontal diseases are caused due to complex pathogens including P.gingivalis. Study conducted to find correlation between 

P.gingivalis and PISA didn’t show anystatististically significant results.It was thus concluded that total amount of plaque is 

responsible and is considered a significant factor of periodontal inflammation
11

. 

 N-terminal-pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP), which is expressed during inflammation, is also considered to be a biomarker 

of cardiovascular disease (CVD). Strong association was seen between PISA and NT-proBNP serum levels. Thus, providing an insight 

into the potential role of NT-proBNP in the progression of periodontal disease
15

. 

 

 

PISA and Systemic Diseases 

 

Periodontitis is considered a risk factor for various diseases and conditions such as cardiovascular diseases and stroke, diabetes, 

pneumonia and preterm low birth weight. Periodontitis elicits bacteremia by way of dissemination of micro-organisms systemically 

and is a risk factor for systemic diseases. Chances of systemic effects due to inflammation increases with the amount of inflamed 

periodontal tissue. PISA, thus, can be used as a measure of periodontal inflammatory burden to correlate with biomarkers of various 

systemic diseases to check for association and correlation
2
.  

PISA value was seen to be higher in diabetic patients (316 mm
2
) than in non-diabetic patients (273 mm

2
)(Table 2)

 13
. Presence of 

dose-response relationship between PISA & HbA1c levels was observed which shows the causal relationship between Type II 

Diabetes Mellitus and periodontitis
3
. Although another study showed PISA to be a predictor of HbA1c in healthy Indonesians but it 

didn’t predict in patients treated for diabetes
16

. 

PISA scores were found to be higher in hypertensive patients(318 mm
2
)as compared to healthy individuals(273 mm

2
) (Table 2)

 13
. In 

coronary artery disease (CAD),PISA has shown positive correlations with serum amyloid A (SAA) & pentraxin-3 (PTX3)
17

. Also 

significant low and moderate correlations of PISA with blood parameters (PDW, RDW, and MPV) in CAD patients with/without 

periodontitis
18

.Several studies have reported association between periodontitis and cognitive impairment/ dementia
19-27

. Severe 

periodontitis and periodontal inflammation as measured by PISA was significantly associated with incident MCI among older 

community-dwelling men and women
28

. 

 

Conclusion 

 

PISA showed correlation with various factors like periodontitis severity, microbial load, systemic diseases &habits. PISA,as a measure 

of periodontal inflammatory burden effectively correlates with inflammatory factors posed by various systemic diseases and helps in 

establishing a numerical correlation between them. PISA can be calculated easily and can be used during routine periodontal 

examination for determining the periodontal status.   
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As PISA is calculated based on the average root surface area values, obtained from the general population, discrepancies in actual root 

surface area exists. Though PISA is a full mouth index, localized calculations for individual tooth and standardizing the PISA values 

for each tooth could help in determining the prognosis and treatment considerations of that tooth. 

Further studies are needed to confirm the correlation of PISA with the periodontal and systemic disease process. Well-designed RCTs 

need to be conducted to check for the correlation of inflammatory burden posed by PISA with microbiological analysis. 
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